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*Why

*How

*What

*Outcomes
European partnership



WHY E

*http://www.powtoon.com/p/fQo0fgAPQ1h/



*

BUT NOT ALL 
TEACHING THROUGH 
ANOTHER LANGUAGE 

IS CLIL!



*CLIL IS

*NOT A METHOD

It has to be adapted to 

the context

Different ways in 

different countries, 

schools

*AN APPROACH: 5 Cs

(Do Coyle)

Content

Communication

Cognition

Culture

Context



*5Cs

*Students construct
their own knowledge

about the subject and 

develop skills

*Developing thinking
skills and learning
strategies



*Interaction

*Fluency

*Using the target 

language to learn

*Exposure to different

point of view and 

perspectives



*More Cs?

C

C

C

Creativity

Connections with:

*content (prior-

knowledge, analysis; 

reflection)

*Curriculum and wider

world



*WHY CLIL?

*better linguistic competence and confidence

*higher motivation

*use of the language in a range of different ways

*complex information

*higher levels of comprehension/speaking skills due to variety
of the language

*the foreign language skills are better developed – students
tend to focus less on word-by-word comprehension

*students use the target language more in class



*Successful CLIL

*Integrated in the curriculum

*Focus on language for thinking

*Subject led - Language is not graduated but

functional- dictated by the content

*Competence led

*Cooperative work ad autonomous learning

*Integration of content and language

*Focus on content – language is a learning tool

*Inquiry/Task based tasks

*Focus on learning styles and strategies



*Active involvement

*Challenging contexts

* Higher thinking skills

*Autonomous learning

*Creativity

*Meaningful use of English  

AIMS: FOCUS ON PUPILS AND LEARNING 
rather than teaching!
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TEACHERS PROVIDE….

*Accessible resources/

materials/activities

*Scaffolding

*Learning strategies

*Technological support



*SCAFFOLDING
make the content comprehensible



*

independent learners. 

They learn from

and with their peers, 

making use of the 

resources at their disposal.



*Comenius multilateral project

*Environmental studies

*Etwinning platform

*Web 2.0

*HOW?





*1. Tuning in: 
Activating prior

knowledge

Connecting new and old

*Predictions (give the title, predict 5 ideas)

*Give an image, guess the title

*Give 3 ideas and guess the topic

*Making hypothesis

*Read the conclusion and speculate what’s
behind it

*Brainstorming



*Graffiti

*Placemat



*



*Communicate

*Collaborate

*Share

*Create

*Learn

the community for schools in Europe



*Create fact-files from 
data collected from 
the web



*Share information



*Create online slideshows and a 
cooperative cartoon



*Create and share 
online games

www.jigsawplanet.com



*



*Create and exchange
board and learning games



*Create multilingual
wordles

www.wordle.net



*Create cooperative 
electronic posters

www.glogster.com



*Creative and 
cooperative writing

https://drive.google.com



*Communicate through skype



Refelction - Create quiz for the partners

https://quizslides.com



*



*

Improved

- Language

- Cognitive

- ICT

- Cooperative

- Communicative

SKILLS!
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